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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the stability behavior of nonautonomous
positive discrete dynamical systems
x s T x for n s 0, 1, 2, . . . and x g K , )Ž .nq1 n n 0
Ž 5 5.where K is a normal cone of some real Banach space E, ? and the
Ž .operators T are continuous self-mappings of K. When the system ) isn
w xautonomous, that is when T s T for all n G 0, Krause and Nussbaum 10n
explored conditions on the self-mapping T of K which ensures that the
following stability trichotomy holds. Either
Ž .  4  < 4i for every x g K _ 0 the orbit x n G 0 is an unbounded set;0 n
or
Ž . 5 5ii for every x g K, lim x s 0; or0 n“‘ n
U Ê UŽ .iii there exists some x in the interior K of K such that Tx s x*
5 U 5  4and lim x y x s 0 for all x g K _ 0 .n“‘ n 0
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w xThis theorem is a generalization of results of Krause and Ranft 11 and
w x w xSmith 18 for the finite dimensional case. Also Takac 19 generalized theÂ
w x w xresult in 18 . Krause 9 gives an overview on these results and their
relation plus further references.
In this paper we shall extend the above stated trichotomy to nonau-
tonomous discrete dynamical systems. For nonautonomous systems, the
Ž .stability result in case iii of the limit set trichotomy is weaker than in the
autonomous case in the sense that only
5 X 5lim x y x s 0n n
n“‘
Ž . Ž X .holds for every two solutions x and x of the nonautonomousn nG 0 n nG 0
Ž .system ) . This stability of motion may occur even if each single solution
shows chaotic behavior or eventually becomes periodic. That kind of
stability is important for numerous applications in biology, demography,
and economics, where dynamic processes are modeled frequently as time-
Ž w x.discrete nonautonomous dynamical systems cf. 2, 3, 12, 15, 17 .
Ž .It turns out that the system ) shows such a limit set trichotomy if the
Ž .sequence of operators T is contractive with respect to the part-metricn nG 0
Ž w x.or Thompson's metric cf. 1, 6, 10, 14, 20 which will be defined below.
Furthermore, we establish additional statements for nonautonomous sys-
tems, for which the operators T converge uniformly on K to an operatorn
T : K “ K. As a special case, we will obtain the above mentioned tri-
w xchotomy for autonomous systems in 10 . Finally, we will give two condi-
tions for the operators T which ensure contractiveness with respect to then
part-metric. Under these conditions the limit set trichotomy can be applied
w xto nonautonomous difference equations of higher order, e.g. see Krause 8
w xfor the autonomous case, and Kocic and Ladas 4, 5 for related results.
2. STABILITY TRICHOTOMY FOR DISCRETE
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
In the most general setting throughout this paper we consider self-map-
Ž 5 5.pings of normal cones K in a real Banach space E, ? with nonempty
interior. Recall that a cone K is a closed convex set K ; E such that
Ê 4l ? K ; K for all l G 0 and K l y K s 0 . Denote by K the interior and
U  4K the closure of K. We write further K [ K y 0 for the pointed cone.
The cone K induces a partial ordering on K by defining x F y and x - y,
Êif y y x g K and y y x g K, respectively. A cone K is called normal if
5 5 5 5there exists a constant M such that x F M y for all x, y g K with
5 5x F y. Without loss of generality let M s 1; i.e., the norm ? is assumed
to be monotone on K ; otherwise an equivalent norm on E can be found
Ž w x.for which M s 1 e.g., see 16 .
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Ž .The discrete dynamical system ) is completely described by the
Ž .inhomogeneous iterates T ( ??? (T of the sequence T , becausen 0 n nG 0
x s T ( ??? (T x for all n G 0. Hence, for every x g K the setn ny1 0 0
gq x , T s gq x [ T ( ??? (T xŽ . Ž . Ž .Dn n 0
nG0
Ž .is the positive semiorbit of x with respect to T andn nG 0
v x , T s v x [ T ( ??? (T xŽ . Ž . Ž .F Dn k 0
nG0 kGn
is the omega limit set of x.
Ž .Let X, d be a complete metric space. A mapping T : X “ X will be
Ž . Ž . Ž .called nonexpansi¤e with respect to d , if d Tx, Ty F d x, y for all
Ž . Ž .x, y g X, and T will be called contracti¤e with respect to d , if d Tx, Ty
Ž . Ž .- d x, y for all x, y g X, x / y. A sequence T of self-mappings ofn nG 0
ŽX will be called uniformly contracti¤e in contrast to asymptotic contractive
w x.sequences considered in 3 , if there exists a continuous function c:
X = X “ R such that the following two conditions are satisfied:q
Ž . Ž . Ž .a c x, y - d x, y for all x, y g X, x / y and
Ž . Ž . Ž .b d T x, T y F c x, y for all n G 0, all x, y g X.n n
Though the stability results are stated in the norm topology on K, our
Ž .contractivity conditions for the sequence T on K will be formulatedn nG 0
Ž .  < 4 Uin a different topology: if l x, y [ sup l G 0 l x F y for x, y g K ,
then
p x , y [ ylog min l x , y , l y , x 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
U Ž Ž . w x.defines a quasimetric on K because p x, y g 0, q‘ and p is called
Ž .part-metric. By x ; y iff p x, y - ‘ an equivalence relation is defined on
KU , the classes of which are called parts of K. It is easy to verify that p is a
Ê Êw x Ž .metric on K ; moreover, Thompson 20 proved that K, p is a complete
Žmetric space if K is a normal cone. For the part-metric and related
w x .results see 1, 7, 10, 14, 20 and the references given there.
Ž .It is worthwhile to investigate sequences T of self-mappings on Kn nG 0
being uniformly contractive for the part-metric, because part-metric and
w xnorm-distance are related by the following inequalities 10, Lemma 2.3 :
Ž 5 5.LEMMA 1. Let K be a cone in a real Banach space E, ? .
Ê ÊŽ .i If x, y g K and h ) 0 is a real number such that B x , h ; K andŽ .
ÊB y , h ; K thenŽ .
5 5x y y
p x , y F log 1 q .Ž . ž /h
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Ž . Uii If K is normal with monotone norm, then for all x, y g K ,
5 5 pŽ x , y . ypŽ x , y . 5 5 5 5 4x y y F 2 e y e y 1 ? min x , y .Ž .
With the help of these metric preliminaries we are able to prove a limit set
Ž .trichotomy for the nonautonomous system ) .
Ž 5 5.THEOREM 2. Let K be a normal cone in a real Banach space E, ?
Ž .with nonempty interior. Let T be a sequence of continuous self-map-n nG 0
Ê ÊŽ .pings of K with T K ; K for all n G 0. Assume further that for an integern
Ž .r G 1 the sequence S of lumped operators S s T ( ??? (T isn nG 0 n nqry1 n
Ê U ÊŽ .uniformly contracti¤e on K for the part-metric and that S K ; K for alln
qŽ .n G 0. For all bounded orbits g x, T , x g K, assume that the closure isn
compact in K in the norm topology. Then the following trichotomy holds:
either
Ž . U qŽ .i for all x g K the orbits g x, T are unbounded in norm; orn
Ž . 5 5ii for all x g K, lim T ( ??? (T x s 0; orn“‘ n 0
Ž . U qŽ .iii for all x g K the orbits g x, T are bounded in norm, and then
Ž .omega limit sets v x, T are not empty and ha¤e a non-tri¤ial clusterpoint.n
Ê UŽ .  4 Ž .If v x, T ; K j 0 for all x g K , then in case iii we additionally ha¤en
5 5 Ulim T ( ??? (T x y T ( ??? (T y s 0 for all x , y g K . ²Ž .n 0 n 0
n“‘
Ž .Proof. Assume that i does not hold. We show first that in this case
qŽ . Ž . Ž .the orbit g x, T is bounded in norm for all x g K and either ii or iiin
Ž . Ž .holds. Secondly, we show that ² holds in case iii under the additional
Ž . Ž .assumption. For every x g K let x be the solution of ) withn nG 0
x s x.0
Ž . Ž . U1 If i holds not, then some x g K exists such that the orbit
qŽ . 5 5g x, T is bounded in norm; i.e., x F M for some constant 0 F M - ‘n n
U Ž .and all n G 0. Let now y g K be arbitrary and let y be then nG 0
U Ê Ê ÊŽ . Ž .solution with y s y. By S K ; K and T K ; K, it follows that0 n n
Êx , y g K for all n G r. Thus, by the definition of the part-metric,n n
b [ max p x , y : r F n F 2 r y 1 - ‘. 4Ž .n n
ÊBy uniform contractivity, the lumped operators S are nonexpansive on Kn
Ž .for all n G 0 and so we obtain p x , y F b for all n G r. Now Lemma 1n n
Ž .ii implies that
5 5 b yb 5 5x y y F 2 e y e y 1 ? x for all n G r .Ž .n n n
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5 5 qŽ .Since x F M for all n G 0, this implies that also g y, T must ben n
qŽ .bounded in norm. Hence, g x, T is bounded in norm for all x g K.n
qŽ .Since bounded orbits are relatively compact in K, it follows that g x, Tn
Ž .contains converging sequences showing that v x, T / B for all x g K.n
Ž . U Ž .2 Let x, y g K be arbitrary. Instead of the solutions x andn nG 0
Ž . Ž .y of ) with x s x and y s y, we consider for 0 F s F r y 1 then nG 0 0 0
subsystems
u s f u with u [ xnq1, s n , s n , s 0, s s
and
¤ s f ¤ with ¤ [ y ,nq1, s n , s n , s 0, s s
where f [ S . Obviously, u s x and ¤ s y for all n Gn, s n?rqs n, s n?rqs n, s n?rqs
Ž .0, all 0 F s F r y 1. By assumption, the sequences f are uniformlyn, s nG 0
contractive for all s.
Let 0 F s F r y 1 be arbitrary, but fixed; then, for the sake of simplicity,
Ž .we rewrite u , ¤ , f by u , ¤ , f , respectively. By 1 the closures ofn, s n, s n, s n n n
qŽ . qŽ .g u , f and g ¤ , f are compact in K as closed subsets of compact0 n 0 n
Ž . Ž .sets. Then for all infinite subsequences u and ¤ ofmŽn. nG 0 mŽn. nG 0
Ž . Ž .u and ¤ , respectively, we can find further subsequencesn nG 0 n nG 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž U U .u and ¤ such that lim u , ¤ s u , ¤ g K = KkŽn. nG 0 kŽn. nG 0 n“‘ kŽn. kŽn.
U Ê Ê ÊŽ . Ž .in the norm topology. By S K ; K and T K ; K, it follows thatn n
Ê Êx , y g K for all n G r, and thus u , ¤ g K for all n G 1. Therefore, wen n n n
Ž . Ž .have p u , ¤ - ‘ and by the uniform contractivity of f it follows1 1 n nG 0
that
p u , ¤ F c u , ¤ F p u , ¤ F ??? F p u , ¤ ³Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .nq1 nq1 n n n n 1 1
for all n G 1. This implies by the definition of the part-metric that uU and
¤U are in the same part of K. Hence, uU / 0 implies that ¤U / 0; thus,
Ž .  4 U Ž .  4 Uv j , T s 0 for some j g K implies that v x, T s 0 for all x g K .n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .So we proved that either ii or iii is true, where for case ii it remains to
Ž .  4 Ž .show that also v 0, T s 0 . To this end, assume that T 0 / 0 for somen m0
n G 0; otherwise, there is nothing to show. By a redefinition of the first0
Ž .n operators T if needed, we can assume that T 0 / 0 without loss of0 n 0
ÊŽ .generality. Then it follows that T ( ??? (T 0 g K, which impliesrq1 0
Ž .  4 Uv 0, T s 0 by the same argumentation used above for x , y g K .n 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 Assume that neither i nor ii holds; then iii holds by 1 and
ÊŽ . Ž . Ž .2 . It remains to show ² under the additional condition v x, T ; K jn
 4 U U0 for all x g K . Let x , y g K be arbitrary, and for arbitrary, but0 0
Ž . Ž .fixed 0 F s F r y 1 let u and ¤ denote the sequences definedn nG 0 n nG 0
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Ž . 5 5in 2 . We show that lim u y ¤ s 0. As s is chosen arbitrarily, thisn“‘ n n
5 5implies lim x y y s 0.n“‘ n n
Ž . Ž . Ž U U .By 2 we know that lim u , ¤ s u , ¤ g K = K in then“‘ kŽn. kŽn.
Ž Ž ..norm topology for some increasing sequence k n of natural num-nG 0
bers, where the cluster points uU and ¤U are in the same part of K. We
U U U Ž . U Ucan assume that u , ¤ g K since ii holds not. Observe that u s ¤
Ž Ž .. Ž .for all such sequences k n concludes the proof. Obviously, ³nG 0
implies that
lim p u , ¤ s lim c u , ¤ s pU G 0.Ž . Ž .n n n n
n“‘ n“‘
U ÊŽ . Ž .  4We must show that p s 0. Since v u , f ; v x , T ; K j 0 and0 n 0 n
Ê U U ÊŽ . Ž .  4v ¤ , f ; v y , T ; K j 0 by assumption, it follows that u , ¤ g K.0 n 0 n
Ž U U .We claim that the part-metric p is coordinate-wise continuous in u , ¤
in the norm topology. Then it is true that
pU s lim p u , ¤ s p uU , ¤U ,Ž . Ž .kŽn. kŽn.
n“‘
Ž U U . Uand therefore, c u , ¤ s p , because c is continuous with respect to the
Ž U U .part-metric which is continuous in u , ¤ in the norm topology. Then
uU / ¤U yields the contradiction
pU s c uU , ¤U - p uU , ¤U s pUŽ . Ž .
according to the definition of the function c. Hence, uU s ¤U.
It remains to show that the part-metric p is coordinate-wise norm-con-
U U Ê ÊŽ .tinuous in u , ¤ g K = K. Obviously, we can find some h ) 0 such that
U UÊ ÊB u , h ; K as well as B ¤ , h ; K. For arbitrary, sufficiently smallŽ . Ž .
Ž « r2 . 5 U 5 5 U 5« ) 0 choose d s h e y 1 ) 0, then u y u q ¤ y ¤ - d im-
Ž .plies by Lemma 1 i that
U U U Up u , ¤ y p u , ¤ F p u , u q p ¤ , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
5 U 5 5 U 5u y u ¤ y ¤
F log 1 q q log 1 qž / ž /h h
« «
- q s « .
2 2
w xRemarks. 1. Theorem 2 extends Theorem 3.1 in 10 to nonautonomous
systems in a natural way: for autonomous systems T s T for all n G 0 inn
r U ÊŽ . Ž . w x) such that T K ; K as given in 10, Theorem 3.1 it is evident that
r ÊŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..v x, T s T v x, T for all x g K ; hence, v x, T s T v x, T ; K j
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 4 Ž . Ž .0 for all x g K and we have ² in case iii . However, for autonomous
Ž . Ž .systems a stronger result in case iii than ² is available.
Ž .2. Note that in case iii not much can be said about the omega limit
Ž . Ž .sets without the additional assumption. When ² holds, however, then iii
means that all orbits approach each other and all omega limit sets are
identical. This excludes the co-existence of any two constant solutions or
any two periodic solutions. On the other hand, eventually all orbits may
become periodic or constant, which is depending on the operators T ; then
case of an eventually constant solution will be subject of the next theorem.
The most important feature of the limit set trichotomy in Theorem 2 is
Ž . Ž .that the knowledge of one single solution determines whether case i , ii
Ž .or iii holds, and so determines the long-run behavior of all solutions of
the system!
3. At this point it is not clear how the additional condition that
ÊŽ . Ž .  4implies ² can be verified in applications. Note that v x, T ; K j 0 isn
trivial in the one-dimensional case. However, the crucial condition in
Theorem 2 is the uniform contractivity of the sequence of lumped opera-
Ž .tors S with respect to the part-metric. When we develop somen nG 0
criteria to check that property in applications in the next section, it turns
Ž . Ž .out that in case iii mostly lim p T ( ??? (T x y T ( ??? (T y s 0n“‘ n 0 n 0
U Ž .holds for all x, y g K . This, of course, yields ² directly by Lemma 1,
Ž .because in iii all orbits are bounded in norm.
Where the operators T converge to a self-mapping T of K, e.g., for ann
autonomous discrete dynamical system, an additional statement in case
Ž .iii of Theorem 2 can be given.
Ž 5 5.THEOREM 3. Let K be a normal cone in a real Banach space E, ?
Ž .with nonempty interior. Let T be a sequence of continuous self-map-n nG 0
Ê ÊŽ .pings of K with T K ; K for all n G 0. Assume further that for an integern
Ž .r G 1 the sequence S of lumped operators S s T ( ??? (Tn nG 0 n nqry1 n
Ê U ÊŽ .is uniformly contracti¤e on K for the part-metric and that S K ; K for alln
Žn G 0. Suppose for the operators T uniform con¤ergence on K with respectn
Ê Ê. Ž .to the norm topology to some continuous operator T with T K ; K and
s U ÊŽ .such that T K ; K for some integer s G 1. For all bounded orbits
qŽ .g x, T , x g K, assume that the closure is compact in K in the normn
topology. Then the following trichotomy holds: either
Ž . U qŽ .i for all x g K the orbits g x, T are unbounded in norm; orn
Ž . 5 5ii for all x g K, lim T ( ??? (T x ; orn“‘ n 0
U Ê U UŽ . 5iii there exists some x g K such that Tx s x and lim T (n“‘ n
U 5 U??? (T x y x s 0 for all x g K .0
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Ž .Proof. Obviously, Theorem 2 applies. It follows directly that cases i
Ž .and ii of Theorem 3 are implied by the corresponding cases of Theorem
Ž . U Ž .2. To prove case iii let x g K be arbitrary but fixed, and let x ben nG 0
Ž . Ž . qŽ .the solution of ) with x s x. Due to Theorem 2 iii , the orbit g x, T0 n
is bounded in norm and, therefore, its closure is compact in K. This
Ž .implies that v x, T / B.n
Ž . Ž .1 We show that v x, T is compact with respect to the part-metricn
p and
ÊT v x , T s v x , T ; K .Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .1.1 Let y g v x, T be arbitrary. Then a subsequence xn kŽn. nG 0
Ž .of x exists that converges to y, and, by taking a further subsequencen nG 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .x , also x converges to some z g v x, T . Since TlŽn. n lŽn.q1 nG 0 n lŽn.
converges to T uniformly on K and T is continuous, it follows that
5 5Ty y z s lim Tx y x s lim Tx y T x s 0;lŽn. lŽn.q1 lŽn. lŽn. lŽn.
n“‘ n“‘
Ž . Ž Ž ..i.e., Ty s z. As y g v x, T was chosen arbitrary, this implies T v x, Tn n
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..; v x, T . Analogously, we can show that v x, T ; T v x, T , and wen n n
s U ÊŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .finally have T v x, T s v x, T . Furthermore, by T K ; K it fol-n n
ÊŽ .  4 Ž .lows that v x, T ; K j 0 . Assume that 0 g v x, T , then T 0 s 0,n n
Ê Ê 2Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .because T 0 / 0 and T K ; K contradict T v x, T s v x, T . Thisn n
Ž . Ž .implies by induction on j that for a subsequence x of xkŽn. nG 0 n nG 0
Ž .which converges to 0 also the sequences x converge to 0 for allkŽn.q j nG 0
Ž .  4j G 0. Hence, it follows that v x, T s 0 which is excluded by Theoremn
ÊŽ . Ž .2 iii . Thus, we conclude that v x, T ; K.n
Ž . Ž .  41.2 Obviously, v x s F D x is closed in norm as annG 0 k G n k
qŽ . Ž .intersection of closed sets. Hence, by v x ; g x , T , v x is a closedŽ .n
qsubset of the compact set g x , T and thus compact itself in the normŽ .n
Êtopology. By applying Lemma 1 one can observe if a set A ; K is bounded
ÊŽ .in K, p , then A is bounded in the norm and the norm closure of A is
Ê Ê ÊŽ 5 5.contained in K ; and if a set A ; K is compact in K, ? , then A is also
ÊŽ .compact in K, p . This implies in particular that the norm-compact set
Ê ÊŽ . Ž .v x, T ; K is also compact in K, p .n
Ž . r2 We claim that T is contractive on the compact metric space
Ž Ž . . w xY [ v x, T , p . Then all conditions of 10, Lemma 2.1 are satisfiedn
which implies that lim T n y s xU for all y g Y, where xU is the uniquen“‘
Ž .fixed point of T in Y. Now let a g Y be arbitrary. Then by T Y s Y0
some a g Y exists such that a s Ta . By the same argument we can find1 0 1
some a g Y such that a s Ta . Hence, by iteration we obtain for every2 1 2
n g N some a g Y such that a s T na . As Y is compact, a subsequencen 0 n
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Ž . Ž .a of a exists such that lim a s a g Y. Furthermore,kŽn. nG 0 n nG 0 n“‘ kŽn.
Ž . Ž .  4for every n g N we find integers m n and j n g 0, . . . , r y 1 such that
Ž . Ž . Ž . rk n s m n ? r q j n . Then the contractivity of T yields for all n G 0,
U UkŽn. kŽn. kŽn.p a , x F p T a , T a q p T a, xŽ . Ž .ž /0 kŽn.
UjŽn. jŽn. kŽn.F p T a , T a q p T a, xŽ .ž /kŽn.
Ui i kŽn.F max p T a , T a q p T a, x .Ž .ž /kŽn.
is0, . . . , ry1
It can be observed by applying Lemma 1 that T is continuous with respect
to the part-metric due to the continuity of T in the norm topology and so
T i is continuous for the part-metric for all i G 0. Since a converges tokŽn.
UkŽn.a, and T a converges to x , the right hand side of the above-given
Ž U .inequality converges to zero for n tending to infinity. Hence, p a , x s 0.0
Ž .  U4This yields Y s v x, T s x .n
Ž . Ž .By step 1 , also the additional condition in Theorem 2 iii is true, and
ÊŽ . Ž . Ž .so ² holds. This implies v x, T s v y, T for all x, y g K. Thus, stepn n
U Ê UŽ . Ž .  42 yields that v x, T s x for all x g K, where x is some fixed pointn
Êof T in K. This concludes the proof. However, what remains is to show
r ÊŽ .that T is contractive on Y [ v x, T for arbitrary x g K. This will ben
plain from the following steps. To this end, by applying Lemma 1 again, it
Êcan be observed that T “ T uniformly on K with respect to the part-n
Êmetric by the uniform convergence of T to T on K in the norm topology.n
Ž . Ž . Ž . r3 We show that S converges uniformly on Y, p to S [ T .n nG 0
Ž . X3.1 Suppose that the lumped operators S [ T ( ??? (Tk , n nqkq1 n
Ž . kconverge uniformly on Y, p to T for some integer k G 1. Then the set
‘ ‘
XU s S Y j Y s T ( ??? (T Y j YŽ . Ž .D Dk k , n nqky1 n
ns0 ns0
ÊŽ . Ž .is compact in K, p . To prove this, let a be an arbitrary sequencem mG 0
Ž . Ž . X Ž .in U . If a has any subsequence a such that a g S Yk m mG 0 lŽm. mG 0 lŽm. k , n
Ž .for all m G 0 and some integer n G 0, then a has a cluster pointlŽm. mG 0
X Ž . X Ž . Ž .in S Y ; U , because S Y s T ( ??? (T Y is compact due tok , n k k , n nqky1 n
the compactness of Y and the continuity of T for all n G 0. Hence, alson
Ž . Ž .a has a cluster point in U . If a has no such subsequence,m mG 0 k m mG 0
Ž . Ž . X Ž .increasing sequences l m and n m exist such that a g S Y forlŽm. k , nŽm.
all m G 0. By the uniform convergence of SX to T k on Y for n “ ‘ wek , n
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find for every « ) 0 some n G 0 such that0
p SX y , T k y - « for all n G n , all y g Y .Ž .k , n 0
kŽ .Since T Y s Y is compact, it follows that for every y g Y some z s
k Ž X .T y g Y exists such that lim p S y, z s 0 and ¤ice ¤ersa. Thus,n“‘ k , n
X Ž . Ž .lim S Y s Y. Hence, a has a cluster point in Y ; U . Thisn“‘ k , n lŽm. mG 0 k
ÊŽ .implies that U is compact in K, pk
Ž . X3.2 We show by induction that S converges uniformly onk , n
Ž . kY, p to T for n “ ‘ for all k G 1. Since T converges uniformly onn
Ž .Y, p to the continuous operator T , the set
‘ ‘
XU s S Y j Y s T Y j YŽ . Ž .D D1 1, n n
ns0 ns0
Ž .is compact by step 3.1 . Thus, T is uniformly continuous on U . That is, for1
X Ž Ž . Ž .. Xevery « ) 0 some n G 0 exists such that p T Ty , T T y F « for all0 n
n G n , all y g Y, because T converges to T uniformly on Y and0 n
Ty, T y g U , for all y g Y. Therefore, for every « ) 0 some n G 0 existsn 1 0
such that
p T 2 y , T (T y F p T Ty , T T y q p T T y , T T y F «Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .nq1 n n n nq1 n
for all n G n , all y g Y. Hence SX s T (T converges uniformly on0 2, n nq1 n
Y to T 2. Suppose that the lumped operators SX s T ( ??? (T con-k , n nqky1 n
verge uniformly on Y to T k for some integer k G 1. Then the set
‘ X Ž . Ž .U s D S Y j Y is compact in X by step 3.1 which yields that Tk ns0 k , n
is uniformly continuous on U . Taking the uniform convergence of SX tok k , n
T k on Y, the uniform convergence of T to T on U and the construc-nqk k
tion of U into account, this implies that for every « ) 0 some n G 0k 0
exists such that
p T kq1 y , SX y F p T T k y , T SX y q p T SX y , T SX yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .kq1, n k , n k , n nqk k , n
F «
for all n G n , all y g Y. Hence SX converges uniformly on Y to T kq10 kq1, n
which implies by induction that this statement is true for all k G 1.
Ž . r Ž . Ž .4 Since S converges uniformly to S s T on Y, p by step 3 , forn
Ž .every « ) 0 some n G 0 exists such that p S y, Sy F « for all n G n , all2 n 2
Ž .y g Y. Hence, by the uniform contractivity of S , for every « ) 0n nG 0
some n G 0 exists such that0
p Sy , Sz F p Sy , S y q p S y , S z q p S z , Sz F c y , z q 2«Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
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Ž . Ž . Ž .for all n G n , all y, z g Y. This implies that p Sy, Sz F c y, z - p y, z0
r Ž .for all y, z g Y, y / z. Therefore, S s T is contractive on Y, p .
Ê Ê r UŽ . Ž .For the autonomous system x s Tx with T K ; K and T K ;nq1 n
Ê r ÊK, T is contractive on K with respect to the part-metric, Theorem 3
wyields the limit set trichotomy for autonomous systems given in 10, Thm.
x3.1 as a special case.
3. CONDITIONS FOR CONTRACTIVENESS
Ž .What kind of sequences T of self-mappings T of K are contrac-n nG 0 n
tive with respect to the part-metric? Sufficient conditions for nonexpan-
Ê Êsiveness of a mapping T : K “ K for a cone K with non-empty interior in
a Banach space E are given by the two properties of monotonicity and
Ž .sublinearity subhomogeneity of T :
Êx , y g K , x F y « Tx F Ty ; aŽ .
Êx g K , 0 F l F 1 « lTx F T l x . bŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .It is easy to verify that a and b imply nonexpansiveness, and that,
Ê Ž .moreover, T is contractive on K if in addition b holds with strict
w x Ž . Ž .inequality. The following concept from 6 is a strengthening of a and b .
ÊThe mapping T is called ascending on K if there exists a continuous
w x w x Ž .mapping w : 0, 1 “ 0, 1 with w l ) l for all 0 - l - 1 and such that
Êx , y g K , 0 F l F 1, l x F y « w l Tx F Ty.Ž .
Thus, for the case of autonomous systems, that is T s T for all n G 0, ann
Êascending operator T on K is contractive with respect to the part-metric.
w xFurthermore, Krause and Nussbaum 10, p. 865 give detailed conditions
Ž . nfor almost everywhere differential mappings T on a cone K ; R .
In this section, we shall extend these two conditions to the nonau-
tonomous situation which ensure uniform contractiveness with respect to
Ž .the part-metric. On the one hand, for sequences T of operators onn nG 0
normal cones K which are uniformly ascending on K ; that is, there exists a
Ž .continuous mapping w as above such that w l T x F T y for all 0 F l F 1,n n
all n G 0 and all x, y g K with l x F y. On the other hand, we prove a
w xsimple extension of the above mentioned condition in 10 for continuous
differentiable mappings T on K in the finite dimensional case E s R n.n
Ž 5 5.LEMMA 4. Let K be a normal cone in a real Banach space E, ? with
Ê Ž .nonempty interior K. Let T be a sequence of self-mappings of K whichn nG 0
Ž .is uniformly ascending on K with respect to w. Then the sequence T isn nG 0
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Êuniformly contracti¤e on K for the part-metric, where the contracti¤ity function
Êc is defined for all x, y g K by
c x , y s ylog w min l x , y , l y , x . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .  4Proof. Let again l x, y s sup l g R : l x F y . Then, without loss ofq
ÊŽ . Ž .generality, we can assume that l x, y F 1 for x, y g K. Since l x, y x F y
Ž . Ž Ž ..and T is uniformly ascending, it follows that w l x, y T x F T yn nG 0 n n
Ž . Ž Ž ..for all n G 0. Therefore, we find that l T x, T y G w l x, y for alln n
ÊŽ . Ž .n G 0. By l x, y ? l y, x F 1 for all x, y g K, it follows that 0 -
Ê Ž . Ž .4min l x, y , l y, x - 1 if x / y. Thus, for all x, y g K and all n G 0 it
follows that
w min l x , y , l y , x F min l T x , T y , l T y , T x 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . n n n n
and moreover, if x / y,
w min l x , y , l y , x ) min l x , y , l y , x . 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Hence, c satisfies both conditions in the definition of uniform contractivity
Êwith respect to the part-metric. Now let x, y g K be arbitrary. Then for
X Ê XŽ .every « ) 0 and x g K such that p x, x - « it follows that
eyc Ž x , x
X . s w eyp Ž x , x
X . ) ey«Ž .
Ž X. < Ž . Ž X . < Ž X.and thus c x, x - « . Therefore, c x, y y c x , y F c x, x - « and so,
by the symmetry of c, we obtain that c is continuous in both components
Ž .with respect to the part-metric. Hence, T is uniformly contractive onn nG 0
ÊK with respect to the part-metric.
With the result of Lemma 4 we can state the following corollary of
Theorem 2.
Ž 5 5.COROLLARY 5. Let K be a normal cone in a real Banach space E, ?
Ê Ž .with nonempty interior K, and let T be a sequence of continuousn nG 0
Ê ÊŽ .self-mappings of K with T K ; K for all n G 0. For all bounded orbitsn
qŽ .g x, T , x g K, assume that the closure is compact in K. If for some integern
Ž .r G 1 the sequence S of lumped operators is uniformly ascending on Kn nG 0
U ÊŽ .with S K ; K for all n G 0, then the following limit set trichotomy holdsn
Ž .for the nonautonomous system ) : either
U q ƒi for all x g K the orbits g x , T are unbounded in norm; orŽ . Ž .n
5 5ii for all x g K , lim T ( ??? (T x s 0; orŽ . n“‘ n 0
U q ¥iii for all x g K the orbits g x , T are bounded in norm, ha¤e aŽ . Ž . §n Ž .
non-tri¤ial cluster point , and
U5 5lim T ( ??? (T x y T ( ??? (T y s 0 for all x , y g K . §n 0 n 0
n“‘
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Proof. By Lemma 4 all conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied. To obtain
Ž . Ž .§ we show that in case iii ,
lim p T ( ??? (T x , T ( ??? (T y s 0 for all x , y g KU . ¶Ž . Ž .n 0 n 0
n“‘
Ž . Ž .This implies iii in § by Lemma 1, because all orbits are bounded in
norm.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .To prove ¶ , let x and y be two arbitrary solutions of )n nG 0 n nG 0
U Ž . Ž .with initial conditions x , y g K , and assume that neither i nor ii0 0
qŽ . qŽ .holds. Then, the orbits g x , T and g y , T are bounded in norm.0 n 0 n
U Ê Ê ÊŽ . Ž .Furthermore, by S K ; K and T K ; K for all n G 0 we haven n
Ê Ê ÊŽ . 4x , y g K for all n G r. This implies that G [ x , y : n G r ; K = Kn n n n
ÊŽ .is relatively compact. Since S is uniformly contractive on K byn nG 0
Lemma 4, it follows that
p x , y G c x , y G p x , y G pUŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n n nqr nqr
U Ž .for all n G r and some p G 0. In particular, if ¶ is not true, it follows
Ž . U Ž .that p G p x, y G p ) 0 for all x, y g G and some p - ‘. LettingÃ Ã
yp Ž x, y . ypÃŽ . Ž . Ž .l x, y s e for all x, y g G, we obtain 0 - e F l x, y Fmin min
ypU Ž .e - 1 for all x, y g G and so the continuity of w implies that
w l x , yŽ .Ž .min XG a ) 1 for all x , y g G.Ž .
l x , yŽ .min
Hence, pU ) 0 implies the contradiction
pU F p x , y F c x , y s ylog w l x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Žnq1. r Žnq1. r n r nr min nr nr
F y log a X ? l x , y s p x , y y aŽ . Ž .Ž .min nr nr nr nr
...
F p x , y y n ? aŽ .r r
for all n G 1, where a s log a X ) 0. Thus, we must have pU s 0 and so
Ž .¶ holds.
w xRemark. In 13 it is shown that under the conditions of Corollary 5
Ž .additional statements can be given for case i .
Žw x.EXAMPLES. 1. Let E s C 0, 1 be the real continuous functions on
w x Žw x.0, 1 equipped with the sup-norm, and let K s C 0, 1 be the non-nega-q
Ž .tive functions in E. For x ? g K, all n G 0 define the nonlinear integral
operators
1
T x s s k s , t f x t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hn n
0
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Ž . Ž .where f g K is an uniformly ascending function such that f x ) 0 for
x ) 0. The kernels k are assumed to be continuous, non-negative and notn
w x2identically zero on 0, 1 . Examples that imply uniformly ascending opera-
Ž . p Ž . p Ž . Žtors T are f x s x , 0 - p - 1, with w l s l and f x s ax qn
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .c r bx q d , 0 - bc F ad, with w l s l q bc r ad 1 y l . By Lemma
Ž .4, in both examples the sequence T is uniformly contractive withn nG 0
respect to the part-metric. Corollary 5 applies to these examples for r s 1
which states limit set trichotomy for this system.
2. Let E s R2 and K s R2 the positive orthant of R2. Consider theq
difference equation of second order
u s a u q b u q c for n G 0,' 'nq2 n nq1 n n n
where a , b , c G 0 such that a ? b q c ) 0 for all n G 0. Lettingn n n n n n
w xTx s u , u , we have the equivalent discrete dynamical system xn n nq1 nq1
s T x , where the nonlinear operator T is defined byn n n
x2
T x s .n a x q b x q c' 'n 2 n 1 n
Corollary 5 applies to this example for r s 2, because the sequence of
Ž . Ž . 1r2lumped operators S is uniformly ascending for w l s l . Hence,n nG 0
for this difference equation limit set trichotomy holds. For the special case
U Ža “ a, b “ b and c “ 0 for n “ ‘, Theorem 3 yields that u s a qn n n
.2b is globally asymptotical stable for this difference equation. By
w xT Ž .T (T x G c , c for all n G 0, all x g K it follows that case i ofnq1 n n nq1
Ž .the limit set trichotomy holds if c is an unbounded sequence.n nG 0
Ž .Finally, it can be observed that case ii holds if all of the three parameters
converge to zero for n “ ‘.
In the following, we consider the special case E s R k with a cone
K ; R k . For x, y g R k and 0 F t F 1 we write x1yt yt for the vector withq q
1yt t Ê Ž .components x y , i s 1, . . . , k. Similarly, for x g K define exp x andi i
Ž . w xlog x coordinate-wise. In imitation of 10 we call a subset G of K
logarithmically con¤ex if x, y g G implies x1yt yt g G for all 0 - t - 1.
Furthermore, let T denote the ith coordinate function of T for i si
1, . . . , k.
LEMMA 6. Let G be an open, logarithmically con¤ex subset of a cone
k ÊK ; R . Let T : G “ K be continuously differentiable and let a : G “ Rq q
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be continuous such that
k › Ti
x x F a x ? T x for i s 1, . . . , k and all x g G. ))Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j i› x jjs1
Then it is true that
p Tx , Ty F sup a xt y1yt ? p x , yŽ . Ž .Ž .
0FtF1
for all x, y g G.
Ž . XProof. 1 Let f : G “ K be a continuously differentiable mapping in
Ž k 5 5 . X Ž . 5 5R , ? , where G s log G and ? denotes the sup-norm. Obviously,‘ ‘
GX ; R k is a convex set. Then, by the mean value Theorem, for x, y g GX
we find that
1
f y y f x s Df 1 y t x q t y dt ? y y x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
Ž . Xwhere Df z denotes the Jacobian-matrix of f in z g G and the integral
Ž . k=kis taken coordinate-wise. If a matrix A s a g R is identified withi j i j
k 5 5a linear self-mapping of R , the sup-norm of A is given by A s‘
k < < XŽ . k < Ž . <max Ý a . Hence, for a x [ max Ý › f x r› x weis1, . . . , k js1 i j is1, . . . , k js1 i j
obtain
1
5 5f y y f x F Df 1 y t x q t y dt ? y y xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H ‘‘ ‘ž /0
k › f 1 y t x q t yŽ .Ž .1 i
5 5s max dt ? y y xÝH ‘ž /is1, . . . , k › 1 y t x q t yŽ .0 Ž .j jjs1
1 X 5 5s a 1 y t x q t y dt ? y y xŽ .Ž .H ‘ž /0
X 5 5F sup a 1 y t x q t y ? y y xŽ .Ž . ‘
0FtF1
for all x, y g GX.
Ê kŽ .2 One verifies easily that on K ; R the part-metric becomesq
Ê< <p x , y s max log y y log x : j s 1, . . . , k for all x , y g K ,Ž .  4j j
Ê kŽ . Ž 5 5 .and that the complete metric spaces K, p and R , ? are isometric‘
Ž . Ž . y1Ž . Ž .for the isometry f x s log x , f y s exp y . It follows that the asser-
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tion is proved when we show that
t 1yt 5 5log Ty y log Tx F sup a x y ? log y y log xŽ . Ž . Ž . ‘‘
0FtF1
Ž . Ž Ž ..for all x, y g G. If we define f by f x s log T exp x for x g G, then it
follows that f : GX “ K and
› f x exp x › T exp xŽ . Ž .i j is ? .
› x T exp x › exp xŽ . Ž .j i j
Ž .Hence, from step 1 follows that
Xf log y y f log x F sup a 1 y t log x q t log yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .‘
0FtF1
5 5? log y y log x ‘
for all x, y g G, where
k k› f log x x › T xŽ .i j iXa log x s max s max ? F a x .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
› log x T x › xis1, . . . , k is1, . . . , kŽ .j i jjs1 js1
XŽŽ . . Ž t 1yt .Thus, a 1 y t log x q t log y F a x y , which yields the assertion.
From Lemma 6 it follows that the operator T in Lemma 6 is contractive
Ž .with respect to the part-metric on G if a x - 1 for all x g G. If, in
Ž .addition, a x F r - 1 for all x g G, then T is a contraction on G with
respect to the part-metric. We conclude the following corollary of Theo-
rem 2.
Ž k 5 5.COROLLARY 7. Let K be a normal cone in R , ? with nonemptyq
Ê Ž .interior K, and let T be a sequence of continuously differentiablen nG 0
Ê ÊŽ .self-mappings of K with T K ; K for all n G 0. Suppose that some integern
U ÊŽ . Ž .r G 1 for the sequence S of lumped operators it is true that S K ; Kn nG 0 n
and
k ›S xn , i
x F a x ? S x S x the ith coordinate ²²Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j n , i n , i› x jjs1
Ê Ufor i s 1, . . . , k and all n G 0, all x g K, where a : K “ R is a continu-q
Ž . U Ž .ous mapping such that a x - 1 for all x g K . Then limit set trichotomy §
Ž .holds for the nonautonomous system ) .
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Proof. Define for all x, y g KU with x ; y the mapping
c x , y s sup a xt y1yt ? p x , y .Ž . Ž .Ž .
0FtF1
Ž . Ž . UBy assumption we have c x, y - p x, y for all x, y g K with x / y, x
Ê; y. Since K is an open, logarithmically convex set, we also have
ÊŽ . Ž .p S x, S y F c x, y for all x, y g K, all n G 0 by Lemma 6. Clearly, c isn n
Ž .continuous with respect to the part-metric and so the sequence S isn nG 0
Êuniformly contractive on K with respect to the part-metric. Thus, Theo-
rem 2 applies and so it remains to show the additional statement in case
Ž . Ž .iii of § .
Ž . Ž . Ž .To this end, let x and y be two arbitrary solutions of )n nG 0 n nG 0
U Ž . Ž .with initial conditions x , y g K , and assume that neither i nor ii0 0
qŽ . qŽ .holds. Then the orbits g x , T and g y , T are bounded in norm.0 n 0 n
U Ê Ê ÊŽ . Ž .Furthermore, by S K ; K and T K ; K for all n G 0 we haven n
Êx , y g K for all n G r. This implies thatn n
p x , y s p S x , S y F c x , y F p x , y for all n G r ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .nq r nqr n n n n n n n n
Ž .  Ž . 4and thus p x , y F max p x , y : i s r, . . . , 2 r y 1 - ‘ for all n G r.n n i i
Hence, x ; y for all n G r. Let now J ; N denote an infinite set ofn n
Ž . Ž .indices such that the subsequence x of x only has then nG 0, ng J n nG 0
Ž .trivial cluster point 0; and let J s B if x has no trivial cluster point.n nG 0
Ž .  Ž . 4By p x , y F max p x , y : i s r, . . . , 2 r y 1 - ‘ for all n G r we cann n i i
find some l ) 0 such that l x F y F ly1 x for all n g J, n G r. To-n n n
gether with the boundedness of the two solutions, this implies
lim x , y s 0, 0 .Ž . Ž .n n
n“‘
ngJ
5 5So it remains to show that lim x y y s 0. Note that by then“‘, nf J n n
Ê ÊŽ . 4construction of J the closure of G [ x , y : n G r, n f J ; K = K isn n
compact in KU = KU in norm; thus
sup a xt y1yt F a - 1 for all x , y g G.Ž .Ž .
0FtF1
This implies that
p x , y s p S x , S y F c x , y F a ? p x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .nq r nqr n n n n n n n n
for all n G r, n f J. Since for every n g N we can find m g N and
Ž .0 F j F r y 1 such that n s mr q j, we obtain by p x , y - ‘ and byr r
a - 1,
0 F lim p x , y F lim a my 1p x , y s 0Ž . Ž .m rqj m rqj rqj rqj
m“‘ m“‘
Ž . Ž .mrqj fJ mrqj fJ
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for all j s 0, . . . , r y 1. Taking the compactness of G in the norm topology
into account, Lemma 1 implies
5 5lim x y y s 0.n n
n“‘
nfJ
This concludes the proof.
EXAMPLE. Let E s R, K s R and T x s a x1r2 with a G 0 for allq n n n
n G 0. For r s 1 we have S s T andn n
X 1< <x ? T x s ? T xn n2
1Ž . Ž .for all n G 0. So we can choose a x s and thus T is contractiven nG 02
Êon K with respect to the part-metric. Hence, Corollary 7 applies to this
system and yields limit set trichotomy.
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